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Existing mitigation techniques for cross-site scripting attacks have not been widely adopted, primarily due to imposing impractical overheads on developers, Web servers, or Web browsers. They either enforce restrictive coding practices on developers, fail to support legacy Web applications, demand browser code modification, or fail to provide browser backward compatibility. Moving target defense (MTD) is a novel proactive class of techniques that aim to defeat attacks by imposing uncertainty in attack reconnaissance and planning. This uncertainty is achieved by frequent and random mutation (randomization) of system configuration in a manner that is not traceable (predictable) by attackers. In this paper, we present WebMTD, a proactive moving target defense mechanism that thwarts various kinds of cross-site scripting (XSS) attacks on Web applications. Relying on built-in features of modern Web browsers, WebMTD randomizes values of certain attributes of Web elements to differentiate the application code from the injected code and disallow its execution; this is done without requiring Web developer involvement or browser code modification. Through rigorous evaluation, we show that WebMTD has very a low performance overhead. Also, we argue that our technique outperforms all competing approaches due to its broad effectiveness, transparency, backward compatibility, and low overhead.

1. Introduction

Despite numerous proposed works on detection and prevention of XSS attacks [1–6], they are still among the most common threats on Web applications; examples are the recently discovered XSS vulnerabilities on Amazon [7], eBay [8], Twitter [9], Drupal CMS [10], and WordPress Tooltipy plugin [11].

According to a recent report by Akamai on the state of the Internet in 2018 [12], XSS is still among the top three most prevalent classes of attacks on Web applications. According to this report, in a period of 6 months (Nov. 2017 to April 2018), over 6 million XSS attacks have been discovered, which accounts for over 8% of attacks on Web applications. The occurrence of over 1 million XSS attacks per month emphasizes the gravity of mitigating these attacks as well as limited effectiveness of existing XSS mitigation methodologies.

Methodologies for countering XSS attacks could be broadly divided into two categories: (I) input validation or sanitization techniques that prevent injection of malicious code (i.e., JavaScript) but are highly susceptible to evasion [13]; (II) code differentiation techniques that prevent execution of injected code, including BEEP [3], ISR [14], CSP 1.0 [4] and 2.0 [15], Noncespaces [5], and xJS [6]. However, as demonstrated through our extensive evaluation, existing techniques suffer from several shortcomings, which limits their widespread adoption by real-world applications. Most importantly, almost all existing approaches either require developer involvement in the defense process [3, 4], entail modification of Web browser [6], suffer from high overhead (execution time, more traffic overhead) [3], or are susceptible to evasion [4].

In XSS attacks, an attacker designs and implements the exploit code on her side and then either feeds it to the Web application or sends a crafted URL directly to the users of
the Web application. In other words, the attacker’s code will be executed on another machine and at a different time. These types of attacks inherently suffer from time of check to time of use (TOCTOU) design flaw [16]. TOCTOU is a class of software bug caused by changes in a system between the checking of a condition (such as a security credential) and the use of the results of that check. While attackers have traditionally benefited from TOCTOU design flaws [17], defenders can benefit from this flaw by altering certain system parameters in the gap between the implementation of the attacker’s exploit and its execution on the target, to defeat several classes of code injection attacks on Web applications.

A novel class of proactive defense techniques, known as moving target defense (MTD) [18], takes advantage of this gap between time of check (exploit development) and time of use (exploit execution) by randomizing (or mutating [18]) the environment after time of check and before time of use, in a manner that invalidates prerequisites of the exploits. For example, by randomizing IP addresses of networks, RHM ensures that exploits built on scanning at a previous time (time of check) will not be executable at a later time (time of use). Or, by randomizing the base addresses of memory segments of a process, ASLR [20] ensures that exploits that are developed on attacker’s side (time of check) are not executable on the target (time of use).

In this paper, we present an MTD approach, called WebMTD, that defeats various types of XSS attack on Web applications, including persistent, nonpersistent, and DOM-based XSS, in a manner that is transparent to the Web application, Web browsers, and developers.

WebMTD exploits TOCTOU [16] to differentiate injected JavaScript code from the application code. To this aim, WebMTD changes the Web application from the time of developing an injection code (TOC) to the time of its execution on a target machine (TOU) in order to identify this injected code and disallow its execution.

WebMTD makes a Web application XSS-resistant by automatically adding new attributes to certain HTML elements and randomizing their values over time. In addition, it automatically inserts necessary security check functions into the Web application and instructs Web browsers to invoke them before interpreting client-side code blocks or event handlers. These security check functions validate the authenticity of the code blocks and handlers.

In summary, WebMTD has the following properties: (1) It prevents the execution of various types of XSS attacks. (2) It has low overhead. Through rigorous evaluation, we show that our approach has very negligible execution overhead on web browsers, and also the transmission delay is very negligible. The space overhead is also in order of several hundred bytes. (3) It is transparent to Web applications and developers; WebMTD could be implanted in any legacy or new Web application in an automated manner and without demanding any restrictive coding practices. (4) It is transparent to Web browsers; WebMTD works with any modern Web browser that fully complies with HTML5 specification. Moreover, users with unsupported browsers can still use the WebMTD-enabled Web application but without the code injection resistance capability.

In the rest of paper, first, we present a background on XSS attacks in Section 2. Then, we present a summary of related works in this area in Section 3. Next, in Section 4, we discuss how WebMTD counters such attacks. In Section 5, we provide a quantitative evaluation of WebMTD in addition to comparing it with competing solutions, including xJS, ISR, BEEP, Noncespaces, and CSP 1.0 and 2.0. In Section 6, we conclude the paper.

2. Background

In this section, we briefly provide necessary background knowledge about XSS attacks. Generally, in XSS attacks, the attacker designs and implements the exploit code on her side and then either feeds it to the Web application or sends a crafted URL directly to the users of the Web application. To launch this attack, an attacker injects a script block instead of entering a legitimate input. For example, instead of entering an email address in email field, an attacker enters "<script>alert(‘test’)</script>". This value could be either stored in the database (in stored XSS), reflected in the response document (in reflected XSS), or directly consumed by the Web browser (in DOM-based XSS) [21]. If this input value is received by the Web browser at a later time, e.g., by retrieving it from the database, the Web browser would not be able to differentiate this script block from original application script blocks and would interpret it, thus showing the alert message. This injected JavaScript code could be used to steal cookies, to deface the document, or to submit unauthorized forms. In essence, XSS is mainly used to evade the same-origin policy enforced by modern Web browsers and hence compromises the integrity of the vulnerable Web application.

In addition, XSS attacks can also be used to launch other attack vectors such as CSRF (Cross-Site Request Forgery), in order to evade existing widely used mitigation techniques such as CSRF cookies. In CSRF, the attacker forces an authenticated user to execute unwanted actions such as transferring money and sending message to other users on the Web application. For example, an attacker might inject a JavaScript code by exploiting an XSS vulnerability in the Web application. When a user visits the page that contains the injected code, the injected code will be executed. This code can invoke arbitrary Web API on behalf of the user.

3. Related Work

Methodologies for countering XSS attacks could be broadly divided into two categories: (I) input validation or sanitization techniques and (II) code differentiation techniques. Input validation or sanitization techniques use a filtering module that looks for scripting commands or metadata characters in untrusted inputs, and filter or sanitize any such input before these inputs are processed by the Web application [1, 22–28]. However, these techniques suffer from several major shortcomings, including potentials of false negatives (malicious inputs going undetected), overhead on developers, and potentials of false positives (legitimate input is rejected) [1, 29].
In contrast, code differentiation techniques focus on differentiating application code from the injected ones and disallowing execution of the latter. These approaches do not suffer from the shortcoming of input validation techniques [29]. Notable examples of these approaches are BEEP [3], ISR [14, 30], CSP 1.0 [4] and 2.0 [15], Noncespaces [5], and xJS [6].

BEEP [3] prevents XSS attacks by only allowing whitelisted JavaScript blocks to be executed on a client's browser. Before deploying a Web application, BEEP computes the hash values of all JavaScript blocks in a Web page and makes a whitelist from them. This whitelist and some checking code will be embedded in the Web page. A BEEP-aware browser runs the checking code before executing any script block on the page. If computed hash value of a script block cannot be found in the whitelist, then the checking code prevents its execution.

Kc et al. introduced Instruction Set Randomization (ISR) [14] to prevent code injection attacks in machine code. The basic idea of ISR is to generate a process-specific instruction set for a vulnerable system by encrypting instruction. An attacker who does not know the instruction set cannot inject and execute any code on the vulnerable system. In [30], Boyd and Kc et al. expanded their original ISR work by demonstrating the generality of ISR; they presented how ISR can be implemented to prevent code injection attacks against Perl scripts and SQL queries. Although they did not present how this can be implemented for JavaScript engines embedded in browsers which are targets of XSS attacks, we believe that the same idea can be implemented in browsers to prevent XSS attacks; hence we consider ISR as a related work.

Athanasopoulos et al. [6] introduce xJS framework to mitigate XSS attacks. The basic idea is to transpose JavaScript code blocks to another domain on the Web server at runtime and to reverse the transposition on the client browser. In their implementation, they used XOR operation to transpose JavaScript blocks in static HTML documents. Upon requesting an HTML document, xJS XORs each script block on the Web page with a secret key. Then, it includes the key in an HTTP response header. On the client's browser, the encrypted code block will be again XORed with the transmitted secret key to retrieve the original code blocks.

Stamm et al. proposed Content-Security-Policy (CSP) [4], which is now implemented in all major browsers such as Firefox, Chrome, and Safari. In CSP, a developer or maintainer of a Web application determines the policies for each Web page. Each CSP policy specifies which type of resources in a page must be loaded by the browser. By default, CSP-enabled browser prevents inline script blocks in a Web page. Only external script blocks (i.e., <script> elements that have src attribute) may be executed. They will be executed if their src attribute points to trusted locations.

In CSP 2.0, use of inline scripts is discouraged, but allowed. The developer must explicitly whitelist scripts using a randomly generated nonce. Similar to our approach, only whitelisted scripts with valid nonce are executed. Alternatively, an inline script could be whitelisted by specifying its hash. In both cases, contrary to our approach, developer's involvement is required in the policy definition process, and the policy enforcement process is not transparent to Web server, Web application, and Web browser. In both CSP 1.0 and 2.0, JavaScript codes inside event handlers of HTML elements are not allowed. This limits the applicability of the model, as event handler attributes (e.g., onclick, onchange) are widely used in Web applications.

Gundy et al. introduced Noncespaces technique [5] to prevent XSS attacks. In Noncespaces, a random XML namespace is generated for each requested XHTML document and all trusted XHTML element tags in that document will be modified to start with the generated namespace. Only XHTML elements with proper namespace will be rendered or executed. To enforce this rule, either a Web browser must be modified or a Web proxy must be placed in front of a client's Web browsers. Noncespaces approach can effectively prevent XSS attack while its runtime overhead on clients' Web browsers is much lower than BEEP, since only tag names on a Web page must be checked. In addition, changing the Web application does not have any cost, since no offline processing is needed upon changing the Web application.

In Section 5.6, we discuss weaknesses of these approaches in detail; we provide an in-depth comparison of these approaches with WebMTD to show that none of the existing works provide an effective solution to XSS that is transparent to Web server, Web application, and Web browser and does not rely on Web developers or system administrators.

4. WebMTD

The root cause of XSS attacks is that the internal JavaScript engines in browsers have no reliable means to differentiate between the Web application code and the code injected by an attacker. In other words, the JavaScript engine executes any code that is passed by the Web browser. The Web browser, on the other hand, trusts any code that is coming from the Web server.

The main goal of WebMTD is to address this problem efficiently by enabling a Web browser to reliably verify the authenticity of a client-side code block (e.g., JavaScript code block), before letting the code block be executed by the internal interpreters in the client-side environment.

To achieve this goal, WebMTD, first, must be able to reliably identify the application code. Second, it must be able to mark these codes so that (I) attackers cannot mimic it, and (II) it does not change the logic of the Web application. Finally, WebMTD must implant necessary security check functions in the Web application to enforce verification of a code's mark before its execution.

The design of WebMTD is based on two basic observations. First, the interval after development phase and before the end of deployment phase of a Web application is a safe time frame to identify all legitimate code blocks of a Web application. No new code block will be added after development phase and attackers have not yet had the chance to inject their codes. Second, client-side code injection attacks have two separate steps. In the first step, an attacker injects her code or craft a URL containing malicious code; in the second step, her victims run the code on their system. If the markings depend on time and are not guessable or retrievable, then the attacker cannot replicate them and hence he will be defeated.
Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of WebMTD. The WebMTD transformer is responsible for marking all client-side codes in the input Web application. Moreover, it should add the necessary code to make these markings unique over time. Finally, it should add security check functions that must be executed by browsers to verify the markings. This transformation process is performed before deploying the Web application on a production system.

The current implementation of WebMTD transforms Web applications written in PHP (as a server-side programming language) and JavaScript (as a client-side programming language) and works seamlessly with all modern browsers such as Firefox and Chrome; it does not need to modify the browser code or to install an add-on to extend their functionality.

Traditionally, XSS attacks focused on injection of external or internal script blocks; however, nowadays, other types of XSS attacks are also prevalent. Instead of injecting an inline or external script block, the attacker may inject an HTML element into the DOM structure of a Web page, such as an `<img>` or `<a>` tag with an event attribute that performs a malicious operation. By reviewing a list of all potential HTML-element-based attacks, we divide them into two broad categories based on the attribute name which includes the injected code:

(i) Using event attributes of an injected HTML element. For example, see Code 1.

This includes injection of any HTML element with any potential event attribute. Note that if the event handler of an element is assigned using `addEventListener` Web API in a JavaScript code block, it will be validated as part of the (inline/external) script block to which it belongs. Therefore, our focus here is only on HTML elements with explicit event attributes, such as the above example.

(ii) Using Javascript: URL as the value of a source attribute. For example, `src` attribute of `<img>` or `<iframe>` tags, or `href` attribute of `<link>` tag (see Code 2).

To prevent the execution of injected JavaScript code, WebMTD relies on `MutationObserver` interface, which is part of DOM 3 standard and is implemented by latest versions of almost all modern web browsers such as Chrome, Firefox, and Safari. WebMTD also handles `beforeScriptExecute` event, introduced in HTML5 [31] specification, to address some issues observed in Firefox browser.

During transformation phase, WebMTD marks all HTML elements in the Web application that are either script blocks or have event handlers or use `JavaScript: URL` as their source. It also adds two security checks, written in JavaScript, to the web application. These checks are invoked by the Web browsers to validate the added markings. Any JavaScript code that is not part of an element with a valid marking will be discarded before being executed. In older browsers, this attack vector could exploit the `src` or other similar attributes of many different types of HTML elements such as `<img>` or `<bgsound>`. However, based on our thorough investigation, in modern browsers this attack is only viable for `<iframe>` element. Therefore, in our methodology we only consider this element. For example, XSS techniques such as the example shown in Code 3 are not viable in modern browsers anymore.

![Image](XSS.png)

**Code 1:** Original injected HTML element.

```html
<img onload="alert(‘XSS’)" src="XSS.png">
```

**Code 2:** Original injected HTML element.

```html
<iframe src="javascript:alert(‘XSS’)"></iframe>
```

**Code 3:** Original injected HTML element.

```html
<img src="javascript:alert(‘XSS’)">
```

In older browsers, this attack vector could exploit the `src` or other similar attributes of many different types of HTML elements such as `<img>` or `<bgsound>`. However, based on our thorough investigation, in modern browsers this attack is only viable for `<iframe>` element. Therefore, in our methodology we only consider this element. For example, XSS techniques such as the example shown in Code 3 are not viable in modern browsers anymore.
To mark elements that are either script block or have event attributes or JavaScript: URL as the source, the transformer scans all the code files in the Web application and rewrites start tags of such elements. Upon detecting the start tag of such element, WebMTD transformer inserts a new attribute, which is called runtimeId, into the tag. The exact value of this attribute is determined at runtime by the transformer scans all the code files in the Web application and rewrites start tags of such elements. Upon detecting the start tag of such element, WebMTD transformer inserts a new attribute, which is called runtimeId, into the tag. The exact value of this attribute is determined at runtime by the Web application when a client requests the page that contains the element.

Suppose that the script tag shown in Code 4 is found in a PHP file.

After rewriting, Code 4 is changed to Code 5.

Or, suppose that the elements shown in Code 6 are found in a PHP file.

In addition to inserting this attribute into each element of interest, WebMTD transformer embeds the PHP code block shown in Code 8 at the beginning of each PHP code file that represents a Web page.

Upon execution of this block, a random number is generated (on the server-side) which will be assigned to all runtimeId attributes on that page.

Moreover, WebMTD transformer locates the place of the head element and inserts the JavaScript code block shown in Code 9 as its first child. In this manner, WebMTD ensures that this script block is the first code block interpreted by client browsers.

Upon execution of Code 9, a MutationObserver object is instantiated by passing a callback function to the MutationObserver constructor. This callback function is called when DOM changes matching the options passed to observe method occur. In WebMTD, any change to the DOM tree of the page triggers the provided callback. As mentioned before, this script block is placed in the beginning of <head> element; thus, the callback is called for body element and for each of its descendant elements. When attackers inject a script block or an HTML element with an on-event attribute, they are basically changing the DOM tree of the page; thus WebMTD callback function is also called for such injected elements.

The callback only checks elements that are added to the DOM tree; elements removed from the tree are not examined. If the newly added element (A) is a script block, (B) has an event attribute, or (C) is an iframe, then the callback checks whether it has a valid runtimeId attribute. If the attribute is missing or the value is not valid, the callback prevents the execution of embedded JavaScript code by changing the type of the script block or by setting the value of event or source attribute to null.

In all modern browsers, except Firefox, changing the type attribute of a script element to anything other than text/JavaScript prevents the execution of JavaScript code. To handle Firefox, WebMTD relies on another event, beforescriptexecutecode. Upon invocation, the event handler examines the runtimeId attribute of the corresponding script block and if the attribute is missing or the value is not valid, it disallows the execution of the script block by returning e.preventDefault() object.

To illustrate how this can prevent an attacker, suppose a Web application has only one page, and the page is XSS vulnerable. An attacker requests the page. Upon investigating the page, the attacker realizes that the runtimeId value is 59b6d298f36ae (see Code 10).

Then the attacker crafts the malicious code shown in Code 11 and injects it into the database by exploiting the XSS vulnerability on the page.

After that, a normal user visits the vulnerable web page. The HTML code of the Web page will be as shown in Code 12.

In this HTML document, the runtimeId of the injected script block (59b6d298f36ae) is different from the runtimeId that is specified in the security check (59b6d485c9f5b); hence the malicious block will not be executed, while the legitimate script block will be executed. For other types of injection attack, the same analogy holds and the attacker cannot reuse the learned information to evade the system.

Since the generated runtimeId changes for every client request, the injected element will not have a runtimeId valid value. Theoretically, the attacker may still make a lucky guess for the runtimeId value, but its chance is equal to the success probability of the Birthday attack, which is substantially low (for unique IDs with 13 hex characters, this probability is 1/2^{26}).

5. Evaluation

In this section, we present our evaluation of WebMTD. We first introduce and define our criteria and metrics for evaluation. Then, using these fourfold criteria, we present a thorough evaluation of WebMTD. Finally, we compare WebMTD with competing anti-XSS approaches, including BEEP, CSP 1.0 and 2.0, xJS, ISR, and Noncespaces.

5.1. Criteria. In this section, we introduce our criteria and metrics for evaluating our approach and comparing it to other alternative approaches.

5.1.1. Effectiveness. Effectiveness is measured in terms of the classes of XSS attacks that are thwarted by a solution, as well
as its resistance to evasion techniques that are potentially used by attackers.

5.1.2. Overhead. Placing a new security solution in front of a Web application can be costly due to imposing different types of overhead during and after its deployment. We consider four types of overheads.

(i) **Deployment overhead**: It reflects the time and resources that a developer or a system administrator must invest to deploy a solution.

(ii) **Round-trip latency**: It measures the round-trip delay that is experienced by end users as a result of deploying a solution.

(iii) **Execution overhead on clients**: It measures the execution time overhead that a solution imposes on the Web browser.

(iv) **Space overhead**: It measures the space overhead that is imposed by a solution, as a result of expanding the code base.

5.1.3. Transparency. Transparency metrics show whether applications on the server and client sides must be changed to enable an anti-XSS solution. This is evaluated with respect to the following:

(i) **Browser code modification**: It determines whether a client’s Web browser code must be modified. Demanding browser code modification is very prohibitive, because not only does it need vendors’ cooperation for deployment, it also needs clients’ cooperation for updating the browsers.

(ii) **Developer involvement**: It indicates whether Web developers must adhere to new coding practices while implementing a Web application.

5.1.4. **Backward Compatibility**. Backward compatibility metrics reflect the degree of flexibility that a solution shows to applications and technologies that do not comply with its requirements.

(i) Web browser. This metric indicates whether deploying a solution prevents users with unsupported Web browsers from accessing the Web application.

(ii) Web application. This metric indicates whether a solution can be applied to existing Web applications without affecting their functionalities.

5.2. Security Effectiveness. WebMTD prevents cross-side scripting attacks by obstructing the execution of any injected JavaScript code block on users’ browsers, either as an inline or as an external script block, or by injecting an HTML element with event attribute or JavaScript: URL into DOM. We evaluated WebMTD effectiveness by applying it to a few well-known open-source Web applications that have known available XSS attacks.

We collected 11 confirmed XSS attacks against popular open-source Web applications, including 2 exploits on osTicket [32], 2 exploits on osCommerce [33], 3 exploits on wordpress [34] and its plugins, and 4 exploits on Joomla and its components [35] from exploit-db.com exploit database. In addition, we introduced 3 XSS vulnerabilities on osCommerce. On each XSS vulnerability, we test a variety of XSS codes with different types and evasion techniques. Table 2 provides examples of the injected XSS codes which vary in terms of type and evasion techniques. Avid readers are referred to [36] for a complete list of known XSS exploit codes. We examined each of these XSS exploits against each XSS vulnerability. WebMTD successfully blocked all of these exploits.
5.3. Overhead. To evaluate the performance overhead of WebMTD, we measure it in terms of the aforementioned four overhead metrics.

Our test environment consisted of two virtual machines each with 2 GB of RAM and one virtual CPU with 10 GB of hard disk. The first VM acts as our Web server, on which we installed CentOS 7, Apache httpd server v2.4, and MySQL server. In addition, we hosted two versions of a popular open-source online store, osCommerce [33] on this server. The first one is the original (unmodified)
Deployment Overhead. The WebMTD validation codes and attributes are applied to a given Web application in the postdevelopment stage and in an automated manner. It imposes no coding restrictions on developers and requires no changes to the Web server. It also requires no changes to Web browsers. Therefore, WebMTD has a very low deployment overhead for clients, administrators, developers, and vendors.

Round-Trip Latency. This metric basically measures the latency experienced by clients in receiving replies to their HTTP requests. Figure 2 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of round-trip latencies for 10,000 serial HTTP requests to both the original osCommerce and its WebMTD-enhanced version. The requests were all sent to index.php which has roughly the same number of JavaScript blocks as any other page of osCommerce. The round-trip latency is calculated using the Apache JMeter on the measurement machine. In our context, round-trip latency denotes the time interval between initiating an HTTP request and receiving the response. This includes transmission time, propagation delay, and processing time. The propagation delay time is the same for both versions because it is a function of medium and end-to-end distance; the transmission time depends on the Web traffic size which basically reflects the size of HTTP request and its HTTP response. While the HTTP requests sent to both versions are essentially the same, the sizes of HTTP responses might be slightly different due to WebMTD added code to dynamic HTML documents. However, as discussed in Section 5.3, the size of added code for each HTML document is 1,784 bytes on average. On a 16 Mbps link (average Bandwidth in USA [37]) this results in ≃ 0.5 ms delay.

The remaining difference between round-trip time latencies shows the processing time overhead of WebMTD-enhanced version as compared to the original one. As depicted in Figure 2, for completing 20% of requests, this difference is 1 ms, for 50% is 1 ms, and for 80% is 2 ms. This shows that the extra processing time due to WebMTD added code is significantly low, thus making our approach practical for real-world applications.
The same argument holds for concurrent requests, as depicted by Figure 3. In this experiment, we sent the same number of requests (10,000), but in 1,000 batches of 10 concurrent requests. As depicted in Figure 3, for completing 20% of requests, this difference is 8 ms, for 50% is 15 ms, and for 80% is 23 ms. Note that the round-trip delay, although slightly higher than the serial requests, is still negligible.

**Script Execution Time.** We also calculated the time that is needed for executing the `beforescriptexecute` event handler embedded in the document by WebMTD and also the MutationObserver API. `beforescriptexecute` event handler is called before execution of each script block on each document.

To measure the execution time of these handlers, we used built-in performance monitor tool in Firefox and ReloadMatic add-on [38]. We randomly selected 5 pages in osCommerce and reloaded each page 100 times by the add-on while recording execution times of the pages with performance tool. For each page load, we extracted execution times for (I) JavaScript blocks, (II) `beforescriptexecute` event handler, and (III) MutationObserver API. The first item denotes the execution time of the JavaScript code blocks, which is the same for both the original and modified versions, while the sum of second and third items shows the extra time required for execution of WebMTD added codes. The first item is a function of a number of JavaScript statements on the execution path, the second item depends on the number of executed code blocks, and the third item depends on the number of HTML elements with event handlers and iframe elements.

Figure 4 shows the average time for each of these two categories on these pages. Note that compared to the average execution time for JavaScript blocks, the extra time needed for executing the WebMTD added codes is negligible.

On average handling the `beforescriptexecute` event by WebMTD requires 0.05 ms. Given that the average number of script blocks on modern applications is in order of tens (as shown in Table 1, 26 code blocks on average for top 100 Websites in Alexa ranking list), the extra execution time for the event handler is in order of a few milliseconds. Also, on average executing the MutationObserver API function requires 4 ms.

**HTML Document Size.** The added event handler for `beforescriptexecute` inserts 174 bytes of code in minified format to each dynamic HTML document. The MutationObserver API code in minified format inserts 911 bytes to each dynamic HTML document. Each document on average includes 24 script blocks, 3 event attributes, and 1 iframe. Therefore, an extra 700 bytes is required for adding `runtimeId` and value to each document (see (Table 1)). The total added JavaScript code for each dynamic HTML document is 1,785 bytes. Therefore, WebMTD on average increases the size of a typical dynamic HTML document only by 1%.

### 5.4. Transparency

**Browser Modification.** Users do not need to update their browsers or install a new add-on to make their browsers WebMTD-enabled. WebMTD relies on built-in features of modern browsers to enforce its validation logic before execution of any JavaScript code on the browsers. In other approaches, the users need to configure their environments by adding a new add-on, updating their browsers, or using a web proxy. All investigated approaches in the literature, except WebMTD, require browser code modification.
Table 1: Inline/external JavaScript block usage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website</th>
<th>No. of elm. with handlers</th>
<th>No. of iframes</th>
<th>No. of inline script blocks</th>
<th>No. of external script blocks</th>
<th>Ratio of inline blocks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>google.com</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>youtube.com</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>facebook.com</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>11.75</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baidu.com</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yahoo.com</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 100 sites (avg)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>osCommerce</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Types of XSS exploit codes and examples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Sub-type</th>
<th>Example codes</th>
<th>Defense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Script block</td>
<td>External</td>
<td><code>&lt;script src=http://.../XSS.js&gt;</code></td>
<td>Viable on all browsers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inline</td>
<td><code>&lt;script&gt;alert('XSS')&lt;/script&gt;</code></td>
<td>Viable on all browsers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elements w/</td>
<td>javascript:</td>
<td><code>&lt;img src=&quot;javascript:alert('XSS');&quot;&gt;</code></td>
<td>Viable on all browsers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as source</td>
<td>URL</td>
<td><code>&lt;img src=&quot;javascript:alert(String.fromCharCode(88,83,83))&quot;&gt;</code></td>
<td>Blocked by WebMTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>&lt;div style=&quot;background-image: url(javascript:alert('XSS'))&quot;&gt;</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>&lt;bgsound src=&quot;javascript:alert('XSS');&quot;&gt;</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>&lt;link rel=&quot;stylesheet&quot; href=&quot;javascript:alert('XSS');&quot;&gt;</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inline script code</td>
<td><code>&lt;script&gt;</code></td>
<td><code>alert('XSS')</code></td>
<td>Viable on all browsers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elements w/ event</td>
<td>onmouseover=</td>
<td><code>alert('XSS')</code></td>
<td>Blocked by WebMTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attributes</td>
<td><code>alert('XSS')</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>alert('XSS')</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>alert(String.fromCharCode(88,83,83))</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>onerror=&quot;alert(String.fromCharCode(88,83,83))&quot;&gt;</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>onload=&quot;alert('XSS')&quot;&gt;</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>onerror=&quot;alert('XSSd')&quot;&gt;</code></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Developer Involvement. Web developers do not need to follow a restrictive coding practice to make their application WebMTD-enabled. In contrast, to make web applications ready for other approaches, developers must follow very restrictive rules, which can make the web development process more costly. For example, to use BEEP, developers must not generate JavaScript code blocks in their server-side code. To use CSP 1.0, users must not use inline JavaScript code blocks or on-event handler attributes. In CSP 2.0, users are not still allowed to have event attributes and must explicitly whitelist legitimate inline script code blocks. To use Noncespaces, developers must avoid using XML namespaces for XHTML element names. These requirements mean these approaches cannot be applied to the legacy Web application without requiring code refactoring by developers.

5.5. Backward Compatibility. WebMTD relies on a few internal features of modern web browsers such as `beforescriptexecute` and `MutationObserver` to prevent the execution of XSS attacks. However, some users may browse a WebMTD-enabled Website with a browser that lacks those features. In that case, our event handler `beforescriptexecute` and `MutationObserver` are never called. These functions are responsible for validating the token IDs for script blocks; thus our approach is deactivated in such cases. Still these users can interact with the web application as the scripts on the web application can be directly executed by the JavaScript engines. We only added a new attribute to script blocks and HTML elements without changing the script codes.

Legacy web applications can be transformed with WebMTD rewriter without developers’ involvement as we do not impose any special coding practices.

5.6. Comparison with Other Techniques. In this section, we compare the state-of-the-art solutions against Web code injection attacks including BEEP, CSP 1.0, CSP 2.0, ISR, xJS, and Noncespaces with WebMTD.

BEEP overhead on a Web browser is not negligible. A client browser must compute the hashes of all script blocks in a Web page. This will cause a delay in loading of the page which can be significant on less powerful devices like smartphones or tablets. In addition, as mentioned by other authors [29], BEEP requires the hash value of a script block to be computed statically. As a result, BEEP does not allow execution of legitimate script blocks which are dynamically generated by the server-side program.
CSP 1.0 is not widely used [39] in modern Web applications because it needs the involvement of the developers of the system. They need to define the policies. In addition, it dictates several restrictions on the code; for example, no inline JavaScript block can be used in the Web application. These restrictions can significantly affect the performance of large Web applications [29] and make it harder to implement CSP for legacy Web applications. We have examined ten pages from each of Alexa top 100 Websites to see how prevalent the use of inline script block is among popular Web sites. As it is shown in Table 1, 0.60 percent of scripts in these Websites are inline and hence solutions such as CSP 1.0 that require abandoning of inline scripts cannot be used in practice.

CSP 2.0 is the current successor of CSP. The main change in CSP 2.0 is allowing developers to use inline scripts by adding nonce or hash sources to `script-src` policy [40]. To do so, developers must either (1) manually add a nonce attribute to all inline scripts and specify the nonce value in Content-Security-Policy at runtime or (2) compute the hashes of all inline scripts and add them to Content-Security-Policy. Although the nonce approach is similar to the hashes of all inline scripts and add them to Content-Security-Policy at runtime or compute nonce attribute to all inline scripts and specify the nonce [40]. To do so, developers must either (1) manually add a nonce attribute to all inline scripts and specify the nonce value in Content-Security-Policy at runtime or (2) compute the hashes of all inline scripts and add them to Content-Security-Policy. Although the nonce approach is similar to the hashes of all inline scripts and add them to Content-Security-Policy at runtime or compute nonce attribute to all inline scripts and specify the nonce value in Content-Security-Policy.

Noncespaces can interrupt normal operation of a Web application. One of the advantages of using namespaces in XHTML documents is that XHTML documents can be extended by including fragments from other XML-based languages such as MathML [41] or SVG [42]. Altering the namespace prefixes of tags in an XHTML document can change the interpretation of the corresponding elements in that document and hence can hinder normal operation of a Web application.

Table 3 summarizes our results on comparing these techniques with WebMTD.

### Table 3: Comparison of WebMTD vs. existing techniques against client-side code injections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>BEEP</th>
<th>xJS</th>
<th>Noncespaces</th>
<th>ISR</th>
<th>CSP 1.0</th>
<th>CSP 2.0</th>
<th>WebMTD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External blocks</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inline blocks</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elements with event attributes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elements with JavaScript: URL</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment overhead</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round-trip latency</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution overhead on browser</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space overhead</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browser modification?</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer involved?</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backward Compatibility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web browser</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web application</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 ISR could be used to defeat XSS attacks, by randomizing the JavaScript instruction set. However, this approach is very expensive as it requires encryption of JavaScript statements on the server-side and decryption on the browser side. These encryption/decryption operations are costly. In addition, a Web server needs to have a JavaScript parser on its side and this parser must parse all the JavaScript code blocks in the requested page. Therefore, implementing ISR can be costly with regard to execution time. ISR also needs a key management protocol and both parties must be aware of the randomization.

xJS is an adaptation of ISR for Web applications in which JavaScript blocks are transformed by XORing with a key. However, its prototype only transforms HTML documents which are only vulnerable to a few types of XSS attacks. Modern Web applications use server-side programming languages such as PHP and JSP to dynamically generate HTML documents on the fly. If we use xJS to transform dynamically generated HTML documents, it will not be able to prevent persistent or reflected XSS attacks, because xJS cannot differentiate between a legitimate script block and an injected script block in a generated HTML document and hence encrypts both of them with the secret key, and those blocks will again be encrypted on the client's browser.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we present WebMTD, a light-weight defense mechanism for Web applications that is capable of thwarting various types of cross-site scripting (XSS) attacks. Through rigorous evaluation, we show that deploying WebMTD does not affect the overall performance of a Web application, mainly due to its low overhead regarding processing time on both the Web server and the browser, and exchanged HTTP traffic.

In addition to its high performance, WebMTD deployment is affordable and straightforward. It does not require any involvement or knowledge on the developer's side. The
code changes required for deploying WebMTD are applied automatically and in postdevelopment stage. Therefore, it can be applied to both legacy and new Web applications. Moreover, WebMTD does not require Web browsers’ modification, because it only relies on the built-in capabilities of modern Web browsers; hence Websites can deploy WebMTD without requiring users to adopt WebMTD-aware Web browsers or install any additional add-on.

Appendix

We have uploaded two versions of osCommerce v2.3.3.4, one unmodified version and one WebMTD-enabled version at

http://149.56.12.232/oscommerce-2.3.3.4/catalog

and

http://149.56.12.232/oscommerce-webmtd/catalog

respectively.

In addition to the inherent vulnerabilities, we added 3 XSS vulnerabilities in product_info.php page. Avid readers are encouraged to investigate our implementation and evaluate its effectiveness.

Data Availability

The evaluation data used to support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon request.
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